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A B S T R A C T

Network Neutrality (NN) is a principle that is not taken for granted on the Internet. Instead, it must be enforced
by regulation that defines which Traffic Differentiation (TD) practices are allowed or prohibited from being
adopted by ISPs. Thus, the regulation is the proper source of NN definitions to design solutions for detecting NN
violations. However, the regulation set by legislators is valid within a geographical area named jurisdiction.
Therefore, as an end-to-end network path may traverse multiple jurisdictions, distinct NN definitions along
with this path must be considered. Thus, to be effective, solutions based on the regulation must consider
where in the end-to-end network path the TD was deployed to evaluate the proper NN definitions stated
there. We propose a solution named JurisNN that implements the functionalities required to judge TDs as NN
violations considering the regulation. To evaluate the JurisNN judgments, we use TD information collected
by a state-of-the-art solution to assess whether this information is enough to judge TDs as NN violations by
analyzing the conclusiveness of the results (the TD is an NN violation or not). The results show that to help
the signaling of NN violations according to the regulation solutions need both to collect the network paths
traversed by tests and to pinpoint where the TD was deployed with better accuracy.
1. Introduction

Network Neutrality (NN) is a principle that is not taken for granted
on the Internet. Instead, it must be enforced by regulations that define
which TD practices are allowed or prohibited from being adopted by
Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Therefore, the definitions from the
regulations may be the proper source of information to design solutions
for the detection of violations of the NN principle. In this case, an NN
violation would be the adoption of traffic management practices that
were prohibited by the regulators (legislators and regulatory agencies).
Indeed, previous work found that under certain circumstances, up to
48% of the detected TDs cannot be signaled as NN violations when
the regulation is considered [1], exposing that the regulatory aspect
of the Internet cannot be ignored. Being based on the regulation, the
solutions may provide legally actionable evidence to support customer
complaints against ISPs in the competent judicial authority [2].

The regulations are set by regulators whose acts are valid within
a geographical area named jurisdiction. Therefore, the NN definitions
provided by regulation may vary across different regions of the Inter-
net, given the distinct intention of the regulators responsible for each
area. An end-to-end network path connecting a user to an application
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1 This step is named Jurisdiction Assessment in that work.

server may traverse multiple jurisdictions. Thus, an end-to-end com-
munication may be under distinct NN definitions along with this path,
as depicted in Fig. 1. However, a TD can be deployed anywhere in
the communication infrastructure. Therefore, a solution to signal NN
violations based on the regulation, to be effective, must consider where
in the end-to-end network path the TD was deployed to evaluate the
proper NN definitions stated in that place.

The solutions from the state-of-the-art for detection of TDs usually
calculate a metric related to a statistical method, detecting the TD
when this metric surpasses a threshold. The detected TDs are then
signaled as NN violations. Thus, the NN violations are signaled by
adopting definitions intrinsically related to the detection method. In
turn, a few solutions apply definitions from the regulation to signal the
detected TDs as NN violations. However, they adopt only the regulation
definitions from the jurisdiction of their proponents [2]. Therefore, they
ignore that multiple definitions for NN may be found along with an
end-to-end network path connecting users to application servers.

In this article, we address the problem of the lack of solutions
for the detection of NN violations that follow the definitions stated
on regulations and also consider the multiple definitions that may be
found along with an end-to-end network path. We propose a solution
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Fig. 1. End-to-end network path traversing multiple jurisdictions [1].
named JurisNN that implements the extra Regulation Assessment step1

already discussed in previous work [3]. The Regulation Assessment
step encompasses the management of information related to the NN
definitions stated on regulations around the world, the processing of in-
formation about the detected TD to compare it to these definitions, and
the signaling of NN violation when the TD violates these definitions.
Therefore, it may be challenging to implement such functionalities in
every solution committed to detection of NN violations. Given this,
JurisNN provides the Regulation Assessment step as a service to be con-
sulted by existing and future TD detection solutions. JurisNN relies on
information models designed using the findings identified in previous
work [1]. For the processing of TD information and the signaling of the
NN violations, JurisNN relies on Judgment Algorithms that accommodate
nuances in how jurisdictions are established on the Internet and distinct
ways of processing the TD information.

A JurisNN prototype was designed to evaluate whether state-of-
the-art solutions provide enough information to signal NN violations
using definitions from the regulation. The dataset of TDs detected by
Wehe [4] was used to provide information about detected TDs. As Wehe
does not collect the network paths traversed by tests, which JurisNN re-
quires, the Réseaux IP Européens (RIPE) Atlas platform [5] was used to
collect network paths connecting the client to the measurement server
of each test. This information is processed by Judgment Algorithms that
return the verdict of the analyzed TD to be an NN violation according
to the regulation and a metric that reflects the verdict conclusiveness
(similarity index). The evaluation analyzes the conclusiveness of the
judgments achieved by JurisNN (the TD is an NN violation or not),
discussing whether the available information is enough to signal NN
violations using definitions from the regulation properly.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
background information about Internet regulation and jurisdiction is-
sues are discussed, along with the presentation of a few representative
examples from the state-of-the-art for detection of TDs and NN vi-
olations. In Section 3, the concepts and requirements for a solution
devoted to performing the Regulation Assessment step are presented,
identified in previous work [1], along with the information models
that were designed following these findings. In Section 4, the JurisNN
architecture is briefly presented along with details of the Judgment
Algorithms. In Section 5, information about the Wehe dataset, the
collection of network paths using the RIPE Atlas platform, the regu-
lation definitions considered, the achieved judgment results, and the
analysis caveats are presented. In Section 6, the article is concluded by
providing final remarks and future work opportunities.

2. Background information and related work

In this section, background information about Internet regulation
and how jurisdictions are established on the Internet are presented. A
few examples of solutions from the state-of-the-art for the detection of
TDs and NN violations are also presented.
2

2.1. Internet regulation

In this subsection, Internet regulation concepts that influence how
to signal NN violations using definitions from regulation are presented.

There was a debate around whether the Internet should be regu-
lated and how the regulation should be established [6]. One discussed
approach is self-regulation, in which the Internet actors elaborate the
rules that must be followed, which could increase the legitimacy of
the rules. However, such an approach is impacted by the difficulty
of imposing punishments due to the private nature of the Internet
actors (providers, companies, and organizations) who lack the power
to enforce the rules. Another discussed approach is the regulation
by national laws imposed by regulators (e.g., legislators, regulatory
agencies), which could use the state power to enforce the rules. How-
ever, such an approach is impacted by the Internet characteristics
(e.g., decentralized structure, lack of territorial limits) that hinder the
regulator legitimacy in the whole network. Another discussed approach
is the regulation by international treaties, in which countries could
agree about the harmonization of rules. This approach could increase
regulation legitimacy and enforceability. However, this approach is
impacted by the consensus required to define the rules, given that many
countries should sign the treaty to be effective. However, countries
may not agree about some issues (e.g., freedom of speech, censorship)
hindering the treaty establishment and its coverage.

Nowadays, Internet regulation is a mix of self-regulation, national-
scope regulation, and international treaties. Self-regulation is applied in
technical aspects of the Internet by organizations like Internet Corpora-
tion for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), and World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). In this
sense, self-regulation helps in the legitimacy of the technical rec-
ommendations stated by these bodies because they have significant
representation from the technicians. National laws and policies are
being established by many countries, regulating the economics and
social aspects of the Internet, such as auditing, civil rights, and network
neutrality. In this sense, national laws help to achieve the required
enforceability since the state has the power to impose punishments. In-
ternational treaties are rarer due to the difficulty of their establishment.
However, even though the European Union (EU) has established a sin-
gle Internet regulation for the region. However, regulation enforcement
is delegated to the state members. This mix of regulations increases the
legitimacy and enforceability of Internet regulation [6].

The approaches mentioned above are examples of regulation based
on rules defined a priori through soft or hard laws [7], which is named
an ex-ante approach. However, in some countries, the supposed harmful
conducts performed by ISPs are evaluated after their occurrence, which
is named an ex-post approach. In this approach, these conducts are
claimed in the regular judicial system or a specialized bureau. The
claims are judged according to jurisprudence, i.e., the previous under-
standing of certain conduct and the specific harm caused. For instance,
this regulation approach has been adopted in the United States of
America (US) since mid-2018 for the NN regulation [8]. This lack of
federal regulation in the US opened the opportunity for US states to
establish their NN regulations within their jurisdictions.
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The development of these multiple models for Internet regulation
is intrinsically related to the discussion of who has the power to
establish the Internet regulation and where such regulation can be
valid, which is named the regulation jurisdiction [9]. Therefore, the
jurisdiction concept is closely dependent on geographical information
because it must assess who is competent in an area. However, due
to this localization dependence, the jurisdictions are hard to establish
on the Internet because of its characteristics (e.g., decentralized struc-
ure, lack of territorial limits). Beyond, there are many components
e.g., servers, routers, endpoints) and actors (e.g., users, ISPs, Content
roviders (CPs)) to track the localization that made this task even
arder. For instance, Chertoff et al. [10] propose four ways to establish
he jurisdiction of a case related to data based on: data creator citizen-
hip, data subject citizenship, data holder citizenship, and location of
he harm, exposing the complexity of the matter.

In order to establish the jurisdictions, the courts usually adopt tests
hat assess characteristics of the case to decide whether they have
ompetence over it, which is referred to as admissibility control. The
traightforward way to establish jurisdiction is by assessing where the
armful action took place. Therefore, if the harmful action happened
ithin the court’s jurisdiction, the court can judge the case. Courts
round the world commonly use this test. In turn, US courts adopt,
mong others, the Targeting test [11] that consists in assessing the place
here harmful action has effects. For instance, a company established

n jurisdiction A committing harmful actions against its clients in
urisdiction B. Then, the clients can claim against the company in
urisdiction B because the effects of its harmful actions were targeted
o that jurisdiction. In turn, German courts adopt both tests: where the
armful action happened and where the injury incurs [12]. These tests
ust be considered when establishing the jurisdiction of a TD.

.2. Solutions for detection of TDs and NN violations

In this subsection, a few examples from the state-of-the-art for de-
ecting TDs and NN violations are presented, focusing on aspects related
o this article, such as the criteria adopted to signal NN violations.

Adkintun [2] is a platform composed of Test servers and probes
esigned to monitor the fulfillment of the Chilean NN regulation.
herefore, it is among the few solutions that use regulation definitions
o signal NN violations. The probes may be deployed as a client appli-
ation or an instrumented wireless router. The probes measure a set of
ndicators based on the regulation (latency, jitter, bandwidth, Internet
rotocol (IP) changes, availability, and packet loss) to characterize the
roadband Internet quality. End-users may access the results in a portal
hrough aggregated measures from their ISP, their service level, and the
uality perceived by other users.

ISPANN [13] is a tool designed to detect NN violations (blocking,
hrottling, and prioritization), by auditing the network devices looking
or configurations that may violate the NN principle, such as the
locking of applications or routing packets through links of higher
atency. The auditing process considers the rules established on the
egulation of the country where the ISP operates selected by the ISP
etwork administrator or an auditor. For each rule, the tool performs
n algorithm over the collected configuration to detect NN violations.
he audited configuration is collected directly from devices through
anagement interfaces (e.g., OpenFlow). It is important to note that

his is the first work that recognizes the importance of accounting
or the multiple definitions for the NN principle found in different
ountries. However, its goal is to audit network configurations looking
or instructions that may impose NN violations. Therefore, it is not a
olution for detecting end-to-end NN violations.

NeutMon [14] is a system designed to detect violations of the
N principle (blocking, throttling, prioritization, and degradation) in
obile networks. The system detects differentiations that limit the ap-
lication bandwidth or route packets through slower or more congested
3

inks. In order to detect bandwidth-based differentiation, the system a
ompares the performance (speed test) achieved by synthetic BitTorrent
raffic and control traffic. The control traffic mimics the BitTorrent
rotocol behavior (same payload sizes and inter-packet times) but filled
ith random bytes. In order to detect routing-based differentiation, the

ystem identifies the hops along with the path between the client and
he server using an approach similar to the traceroute (Time to Live
TTL) manipulation). However, in contrast to existing traceroute ap-
roaches that do not establish the connection at the transport level, the
ystem avails the connection used in the speed test phase to perform the
ath identification. After that, the mechanism identifies the hops that
he application traffic traversed because it uses the same connection
he application uses. The routing differences are identified hop-by-hop,
.e., the system builds sets of addresses achieved by the application
nd control traffics in the 𝑖th hop in multiple test repetitions to reduce
oise. Then, the system computes the cardinality of the sets of addresses
chieved by the application, excluding the addresses achieved by the
ontrol traffic and vice-versa. High set cardinalities indicate that the
SP routes packets using information from the transport and application
evels due to routing-based differentiation.

Wehe [4] is a system designed to detect NN violations (throttling).
ts architecture consists of a smartphone app and a replay server.
he system can replay traffic of many applications, such as Netflix,
ouTube, and Facebook. The application traffic performance is com-
ared to control traffic performance, which has the payload filled with
nverted bits from the application traffic. The traffic is replayed in
oth directions: upload and download. In order to detect throttling,
he Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) statistical test is adopted, comparing its
esults using the Jackknife resampling method. If the average through-
uts from regular and bit inverted traffic differ by 10% and the result
rom the whole sample and resampling are similar, Wehe detects the
hrottling. Wehe also performs aggregated data analysis, which the
uthors point out to solve a few confound factors that may affect tests
e.g., bandwidth volatility). The data is grouped by ISP and application.
his aggregated analysis also allows detecting the rate limit adopted by
he ISPs performing a Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) analysis, which
dentifies the throughputs most present in ISP-app results.

NeutMon and Wehe are examples of solutions that detect NN vi-
lations adopting NN definitions intrinsically related to the detection
echanism. To detect throttling, NeutMon compares the Cumulative
istribution Functions (CDFs) for the throughput of application and
ontrol traffics. To detect route-based differentiation, it computes the
ardinality of the set of addresses traversed by the application traf-
ic, excluding addresses traversed by the control traffic. Wehe also
ompares the performance of control and application traffics using a
tatistical test, detecting throttling when the performance differs by
0%. Although Adkintun and ISPANN consider the definitions stated on
he regulation, they are not a general approach to tackling the problem
f signaling NN based on the regulation. ISPANN is a network auditor
esigned to help administrators assess their configurations according
o the regulation. The jurisdiction issue is solved by the administrator
hoosing the correct regulation to assess the network configuration
ccording to the ISP’s country. In turn, for Adkintun, the solution only
onsiders the Chilean regulation. Therefore, it is impossible to signal
N violations based on regulations stated in other jurisdictions.

In the next section, the background information discussed in this
ection is used to build the information model designed to support the
olution to signal NN violations using definitions from the regulation.

. Modeling

In this section, the conceptual and modeling information for a
olution to address the problem of signaling NN violations following
he regulation are presented. In Section 3.1, the concepts that are
elevant to the issue, the assumptions made for the modeling, and the
olution objectives that impacted modeling decisions are presented. In
ection 3.2, the information model designed to support the concepts

nd stated objectives is presented.
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Fig. 2. Network topology, communication graph, and occurrence zones relationships.

3.1. Concepts, assumptions, and solution objectives

In this subsection, the modeling’s concepts, assumptions, objectives,
and requirements are presented. This information guided the design of
the information model to support a solution that can judge TDs as NN
violations considering the definitions from the regulation.

The proposed solution is designed to complement TD detection
solutions providing the functionalities of judging TDs as NN violations
considering the regulation. In this sense, the detection solution provides
the information used to feed the information model. Therefore, the
model should be technologically agnostic and easily extendable to
accommodate new information because each TD detection solution can
identify distinct and specific information.

Jurisdictions are the geographical area where regulators can estab-
lish regulations. The side effect is that each regulation is valid only on
the jurisdiction of its regulator. This fact leads to the situation depicted
in Fig. 1, exposing that the communication can be under distinct NN
regulations and NN definitions along with an end-to-end network path.
Thus, the modeling must consider the place where the regulations are
established as long as the place where the TDs are deployed.

It is common to say that links are non-neutral [15]. However, the
non-neutral behaviors attributed to links are introduced by nodes (e.g.,
router, switch), where traffic management mechanisms dictate how the
links shall perform. Therefore, the node is where the violation may
happen and can be seen as the criminal responsible for violating the NN
regulation.2 There are a few possibilities to determine the jurisdiction of
a case, as discussed in Section 2.1. In this sense, the place where the node
is deployed is one of the factors considered to establish the jurisdiction.

There is a need to represent the regulations within the solution.
In this sense, the regulatory instructions generally have two types of
regulatory commands: prohibition or permission. Each command may
establish exceptional situations, which also should be represented. As
discussed in Section 2.1, states are smaller jurisdictions with their
regulations, but these regulations are under a broader regulation (e.g.,
the national one). Therefore, there is a hierarchy between them: state
regulations are under national regulations, national regulations are
under regional regulations. There are also global regulation efforts (e.g.,
Digital Constitutionalism) or first-order constitutional principles (e.g.,
‘‘everything which is not forbidden is allowed’’, ‘‘everything which is not
allowed is forbidden’’ principles) [16] that organize the legal systems.
Therefore, this regulation hierarchy should be represented.

There is the need to represent regulatory interpretations within the
solution because regulatory commands usually refer to classes of traffic.
For instance, a possible command could be ‘‘traffic blocking is prohib-
ited, except for unlawful content’’. However, it is not enumerated which
traffic is considered ‘‘unlawful content’’. Besides, what is considered
‘‘unlawful content’’ in one jurisdiction may not be considered the same
in another. Therefore, the model must represent the interpretation of
classes of traffic for distinct regulations.

2 Of course, nodes are configured by administrators that are the responsible.
4

Fig. 3. Information model — Topology classes.

There is also the need to represent the topology involved in the
communication to map the jurisdictions traversed by the traffic. There-
fore, the model must represent nodes (e.g., routers, switches) and links.
Additionally, the model must be agnostic to the kind of topology
or level of information that TD detection solutions may collect. In
this sense, multiple types of connectivity links should be represented:
data link level (e.g., Ethernet), network-level (e.g., IP version 4 (IPv4),
IP version 6 (IPv6)), or transport/application level connectivity (e.g.,
Virtual Private Network (VPN) tunnels).

A few solutions try to point wherein the network path the TD is
deployed [17]. These solutions lack precision, usually referring to a set
of links and nodes where the TD may have been deployed. In order
to represent this, it was introduced the concept of Occurrence Zone, as
depicted in Fig. 2. The Occurrence Zone is the set of links and nodes
(a connected subset of the communication graph, which is the part
of the topology involved in the communication), the differentiation
(e.g., throttling, blocking), and the entity that was differentiated (e.g.,
user, application). As multiple differentiations in distinct parts of the
communication graph may be found, the model must represent several
Occurrence Zones within one communication graph.

In the next subsection, the designed information model is presented.

3.2. Information model

In this subsection, the information model designed to comply with
the requirements and objectives discussed in the previous subsection is
presented. In order to help the presentation of the information model, it
was divided into three groups: topology, differentiation, and regulation.
However, the designed information model is the composition of these
groups. The information model was represented by Class diagrams from
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [18], and most of the attributes
were omitted for sake of simplicity.

In Fig. 3, the topology group of the information model is presented.
The Occurrence class is composed of one CommunicationGraph class and
many OccurrenceZone classes. The CommunicationGraph class is respon-
sible for representing the topology involved in the communication. It
is composed of Nodes and Links. A Node may have several Termina-
tionPoints, which may be multiple TerminationPoints from the same
Open System Interconnection (OSI) layer (e.g., IPv4), such as routers
with multiple IP addresses, or maybe TerminationPoints of different
layers (e.g., Ethernet and IPv4) for devices that connect with different
connectivity technologies, such as Cable Modems or a VPN server.
Nodes are located at one Location class, presented in the Regulation
group. A Link is a self-relation of two distinct TerminationPoints of
the same type (e.g., IPv4). As the proposed solution is designed to
complement the functionality of state-of-the-art solutions, the type
of technology that such solutions may identify may vary. Thus, the
information model allows being expanded through the generalizations
of TerminationPoints and their associated Link types.

The OccurenceZone class is composed of a connected sub-graph of

the CommunicationGraph. This sub-graph represents the granularity
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Fig. 4. Information model — Differentiation classes.

and precision of the placement of the TD performed by the state-of-
the-art solutions. Therefore, it may be composed of several Nodes and
Links or just a single Node. The OccurrenceZone class is also composed
of the DifferentiatedEntity and Differentiation classes presented in the
Differentiation group, representing who is differentiated and what kind
of differentiation is facing. Therefore, the OccurrenceZone is a portion
of the topology identified by the state-of-the-art solution where a
DifferentiatedEntity faces Differentiation.

In Fig. 4, the Differentiation group of the information model is
presented. The Differentiation class represents all sorts of TDs that
may affect communications. Through generalizations, it is possible to
include new types of TDs. The Differentiation is part (composition)
of the OccurrenceZone class from the Topology group. It is also part
of the Instruction class, presented in the Regulation group. The Dif-
ferentiatedEntity class represents all sorts of entities that may have
the communication affected. Through generalizations, it is also pos-
sible to include new types of DifferentiatedEntities. It is part of the
OccurrenceZone class from the Topology group.

In Fig. 5, the Regulation group of the information model is pre-
sented. The Location class represents the geographical areas where
jurisdictions may be established. There is an implicit hierarchy among
these locations: Global, Region, Country, and State. Although there are
no enforced regulations of Global scope nowadays, it could represent
approaches such as Digital Constitutionalism [19]. However, even these
Global regulation efforts may require agreements from countries, which
is hard to achieve Global coverage in practice. However, the Global
class is also used to model first-order constitutional principles (e.g.,
‘‘everything which is not forbidden is allowed’’, ‘‘everything which is not
allowed is forbidden’’ principles) that are used to organize legal systems.
The Jurisdiction class is a composition of Location classes.

The Regulation class is related to one Jurisdiction class. The Regu-
lation class has a self-relation (parentRegulation) to express the regu-
lation hierarchy: state regulations are related to country regulations,
country regulations may be related to regional or global regulations,
and global regulations are at the top of the hierarchy (they relate to
themselves). The Regulation class is composed of Instruction classes
that express the individual regulatory instructions that compose the
regulation. These Instructions can be of two types: Prohibition or Permis-
sion. They are related to DifferentiatedEntityClass and a Differentiation.
For instance, the regulatory instruction may express: it is ‘‘prohibited’’
to ‘‘blocking’’ ‘‘lawful content’’, which are the Instruction, Differen-
tiation, and DifferentiatedEntityClass, respectively. The Interpretation
class represents which DifferentiatedEntities are interpreted/considered
of one DifferentiatedEntityClass for one regulation. For instance, what
DifferentiatedEntities are considered ‘‘lawful content’’ in the example.

In the next section, the proposed solution that uses this information
model to signal NN violations according to the regulation is presented.
5

Fig. 5. Information model — Regulation classes.

4. JurisNN architecture and judgment algorithms

In this section, the proposed solution for the detection of NN vio-
lations following definitions from the NN regulation, named JurisNN,
is presented. In Section 4.1, the conceptual architecture of JurisNN is
presented. In Section 4.2, a few examples of Judgment Algorithms to
judge TDs as NN violations are presented.

4.1. JurisNN architecture

In this subsection, the JurisNN architecture is presented. The archi-
tecture is depicted in Fig. 6, reflecting the presented modeling goals
(Section 3.1). Therefore, the module descriptions presented next are
short because they were already discussed earlier.

The Application Programming Interface (API) module is responsible
for all external interactions with JurisNN, including TD detection and
positioning solutions and the wrappers that may be developed to collect
information from these solutions and submit it to JurisNN for the
Regulation Assessment step. The API is also used by the User Interface
module that users may use to interact with the system. Therefore, the
API needs to interact with other modules to expose their functionalities.

The Topology module is responsible for keeping the information
about the nodes, the links, and their relationships. The Occurrence
module is responsible for the information about the TDs, which in-
cludes the kind of detected TD, the entity that is suffering the TD,
the communication graph that references nodes and links from the
Topology, and occurrence zones that reference nodes and links from
the communication graph. The Regulation module is responsible for the
information about the regulations registered in the system, including
their jurisdictions, instructions, and interpretations.

The Judgment module is responsible for the regulation assessment
processing using information from the Topology, Occurrence, and Reg-
ulation modules. The regulation assessment depends on definitions
about how jurisdictions are established, as discussed in Section 2.1.
When the TD positioning is not precise, the occurrence zone may span
multiple jurisdictions without pointing to the exact one where the TD is
deployed. In such a case, the system may not signal precisely whether
the TD may be considered an NN violation. Therefore, there is a level
of uncertainty in the regulation assessment processing. In order to
accommodate these nuances, the regulation assessment is delegated to
Judgment Algorithms detailed in the following subsection.

4.2. Judgment algorithms

In this subsection, a few examples of Judgment Algorithms are de-
tailed. These algorithms are responsible for accommodating the subjec-
tivity and uncertainty related to the judgment of TDs as NN violations
according to the regulations. One source of subjectivity and uncertainty
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Fig. 6. JurisNN architecture.

is the jurisdiction establishment, as discussed in Section 2.1. The juris-
diction may be assessed by observing several factors, such as where the
effects of a TD were felt or where the harmful action took place. Thus,
the suitability of each algorithm concerning jurisdictional issues needs
to be assessed before applying its judgment. Therefore, the first step
of one Judgment Algorithm is assessing the TD occurrence to decide
whether it is suitable to be judged by the algorithm, which is named
admissibility control. Another source of subjectivity and uncertainty is
the judgment itself, which may be affected by several factors, such as
the inaccuracy of the TD placement or interpretations of the regulatory
instructions. The assessment of such factors is the central part of the
Judgment Algorithm, whose step is named judgment. It is important
to note that jurisdictional issues affect admissibility control and judg-
ment steps. Therefore, the concerns about jurisdictions span the whole
algorithm. It is also important to point out that distinct Judgment
Algorithms may have similar processing to evaluate the criterion used
to cope with jurisdictional issues. Next, a few auxiliary functions that
Judgment Algorithms may use to perform the processing are presented.

4.2.1. Jurisdiction establishment criteria and auxiliary functions
The Judgment Algorithms are divided into two steps: admissibility

control and judgment. These steps are very dependent on the criterion
used to establish jurisdiction, such as where the effects of a TD were felt
or where the harmful action took place. However, different Judgment
Algorithms may adopt the same criterion, requiring similar processing
to judge TDs as NN violations. Next, a few auxiliary functions that
implement these criteria are presented. Judgment Algorithms may use
such functions to perform the admissibility control and judgment steps
following the above criteria.

Procedure 1 EffectsFeltWithinLocalityCountry
Input: Occurrence, OccurrenceZone, Locality

1: countries ← ∅
2: differentiated_entity ← getDifferentiatedEntity(Occurrence, OccurrenceZone)
3: if differentiated_entity.type ∈ {User, Host} then
4: countries ← countries ∪ {getCountry(differentiated_entity.located_at)}
5: end if
6: if differentiated_entity.type ∈ {Network, Service, Application} then
7: communication_graph ← getCommunicationGraph(Occurrence)
8: source ← getSource(communication_graph)
9: destination ← getDestination(communication_graph)

10: countries ← countries ∪ {getCountry(source.located_at)}
11: countries ← countries ∪ {getCountry(destination.located_at)}
12: end if
13: if getCountry(Locality) ∈ countries then
14: return true
15: else
16: return false
17: end if

The admissibility control step needs to evaluate whether the ju-
risdiction of a TD can be attributed to a specific locality according
to the jurisdiction establishment criteria (the place of the injury or
the place of the harmful action). By the place of the injury criterion,
the place where the effects of the TD is considered, as presented in
the EffectsFeltWithinLocalityCountry function (Procedure 1). The place
where the effects of a TD are felt depends on the type of differentiated
6

entity. When users and hosts are differentiated, the effects of the TD
are felt by themselves. Therefore, only their locations are considered
(lines 3–5). However, when networks, services, or applications are
differentiated, the effects of the TD are felt by the endpoints of the
communication. For instance, when an application is differentiated, its
provider and users are affected. Therefore, the locations of the com-
munication endpoints (source and destination) are considered (lines
6–12). As the jurisdictional rules are established at the country level
(e.g., the Targeting test is adopted in the US, the German test is adopted
in Germany (DE)), the locations are considered at the country level,
even when the locality is a state. If the country of the Locality is in the
set of countries (line 13), then it is true that the effects of the TD are
felt within the Location (line 14). By the place of the harmful action
criterion, the place of the nodes in the occurrence zone is considered.
Such processing is done by the HarmfulActionWithinLocalityCountry
function, which was omitted for the sake of simplicity. Indeed, its
processing is similar to Procedure 1 but building a set of countries of
the nodes within the occurrence zone and testing whether the Locality
country is within the set of countries.

Procedure 2 IsViolationByRegulation
Input: TD, regulation

1: is_prohibited ← false; is_permitted ← false; is_defined ← false;
2: instructions ← getInstructions(regulation)
3: differentiated_entity_classes ← getEntityClasses(TD, regulation)
4: for all instruction ∈ instructions do
5: if instruction.regulation_class ∈ differentiated_entity_classes then
6: if instruction.type = Prohibition then
7: is_prohibited ← true; is_defined ← true;
8: end if
9: if instruction.type = Permission then

10: is_permitted ← true; is_defined ← true;
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: result ← is_prohibited and not is_permitted
15: return result, is_defined

The judgment step needs to evaluate whether the TD is considered
an NN violation according to the regulation, which is helped by a
two auxiliary functions presented next. The first auxiliary function is
IsViolationByRegulation (Procedure 2), which assesses whether the TD
is considered an NN violation considering what is established in one
specific regulation. This assessment considers the interpretations stated
for the regulation. For instance, one regulation may point out that
‘‘blocking’’ is prohibited, but the ‘‘blocking’’ of ‘‘unlawful content’’ is
allowed, and therefore it is not considered a violation. However, the
regulation does not enumerate what is considered ‘‘unlawful content’’,
requiring interpretations to clarify when one regulatory instruction
applies to a specific TD by evaluating its DifferentiatedEntity. The
getEntityClasses(TD, regulation) (line 3) returns the classes that the
differentiated entity is classified following the regulation interpreta-
tions. This classification uses attributes of the differentiated entities
(e.g., users, applications) that indicate that they are a member of
a regulation class. For instance, if the regulation considers Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) applications as ‘‘unlawful content’’, one application could
have an attribute ‘‘type = P2P’’ to indicate this. For all regulatory
instructions (lines 4–13), it is checked if the instruction is related to
the classes that the differentiated entity pertains to (line 5). If the
instruction is about one of the regulation classes of the differentiated
entity, the boolean variables are adjusted to specify if the instruction
establishes prohibition (lines 6–8) or permission (lines 9–11). If the TD
is prohibited and there is no permission established, it is considered an
NN violation by the regulation (line 14).

The second auxiliary function, IsViolationInLocality (Procedure 3),
assesses whether the TD is considered an NN violation considering
all regulations that one locality may be subjected to. The evaluation
looks for the regulations that may be applied for that locality following
the bottom-up approach from state-, national-, regional-, and global-
level regulations (line 1 order). The getRegulationHierarchy(Locality)
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Procedure 3 IsViolationInLocality
Input: TD, Locality

1: regulation_levels ← [state, country, region, global]
2: regulation_hierarchy ← getRegulationHierarchy(Locality)
3: is_violation ← false
4: for all level ∈ regulation_levels do
5: if regulation_hierarchy[regulation_level] is defined then
6: regulation ← getRegulation(regulation_hierarchy[regulation_level])
7: is_violation, is_defined ← IsViolationByRegulation(TD, regulation)
8: if is_defined then
9: return is_violation

10: else
11: continue
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: return is_violation

(line 2) returns an array with the established regulation for each level.
For each level, the IsViolationByRegulation function (Procedure 2) is
invoked (line 7) to check whether the TD is considered a violation
for that regulation. The processing stops when one regulation specifies
whether the TD is an NN violation (is_defined = true, line 8). Therefore,
the regulations from the lower levels (smaller scope) are preferred,
which is usual in legal systems. If no regulation gives a verdict whether
the TD is an NN violation, it is not considered an NN violation (line 15).
These auxiliary functions are used by the functions that implement the
judgment step following each jurisdiction establishment criteria.

Procedure 4 IsViolationByPlaceOfInjury
Input: Occurrence, OccurrenceZone, Locality

1: differentiated_entity ← getDifferentiatedEntity(Occurrence, OccurrenceZone)
2: TD ← getTD(Occurrence, OccurrenceZone)
3: if differentiated_entity.type ∈ {User, Host} then
4: is_violation ← IsViolationInLocality(TD, differentiated_entity.located_at)
5: end if
6: if differentiated_entity.type ∈ {Network, Service, Application} then
7: communication_graph ← getCommunicationGraph(Occurrence)
8: source ← getSource(communication_graph)
9: destination ← getDestination(communication_graph)

10: is_violation_source ← false; is_violation_destination ← false
11: if getCountry(source.located_at) == getCountry(Locality) then
12: is_violation_source ← IsViolationInLocality(TD, source.located_at)
13: end if
14: if getCountry(destination.located_at) == getCountry(Locality) then
15: is_violation_destination ← IsViolationInLocality(TD, destination.located_at)
16: end if
17: is_violation ← is_violation_source or is_violation_destination
18: end if
19: return is_violation

By the place of the injury criterion, the function for the judgment
tep is named IsViolationByPlaceOfInjury (Procedure 4). Its structure
s similar to the procedure of the admissibility control for the same
riterion (Procedure 1) because it also varies accordingly to the differ-
ntiated entity. When users or hosts are differentiated, their locations
re used in the assessment (lines 3–5). When networks, services, or
pplications are differentiated, the locations of the communication
ndpoints are used instead. However, their locations are used in the
udgment process instead of just their countries. For instance, if the
ocation is a state, this state may have its NN regulation that must
e considered in the assessment. The source and destination country
re rechecked (lines 11 and 14) because the TD may have been ad-
itted because only one endpoint is within the country that adopts

he criterion, but the criterion only applies to the endpoint within
hat country. It is important to note the auxiliary function IsViola-
ionInLocality (Procedure 3) invocation in lines 4, 12, and 15. This
unction returns a boolean that indicates if the TD is considered an NN
iolation or not. Noteworthy that Procedures 1 and 4 are specific for
he place of injury criterion. They use the locations of the endpoints
r the differentiated entities, which are known and do not impose any
ncertainty on the judgment process. Therefore, the result whether the
7

D is an NN violation by this criterion is conclusive by design.
By the place of the harmful action criterion, the judgment process
needs to evaluate the location of nodes of the occurrence zone. In turn,
the process needs to accommodate situations where the occurrence
zone spans multiple localities with distinct regulatory instructions for
the same TD. For instance, the TD is considered an NN violation in one
locality and may not be considered a violation in another. The function
named IsViolationByPlaceOfHarmfulAction (Procedure 5) computes the
result of the judgment step for this criterion. For each locality within
the occurrence zone, it counts how many nodes are located there
(getLocationCounts(), line 2). For each location, it invokes the auxiliary
function IsViolationInLocality (Procedure 3) to assess whether the TD
is considered a violation (line 5). As one locality may consider the TD
an NN violation while others do not, the judgment process needs to
account for the similarity of the verdicts in the occurrence zone. It
uses an adaptation of the Jaccard similarity index [20] to compare
the number of nodes with the same verdict against all nodes within
the occurrence zone (line 11). The max function is used because the
best similarity index among the two verdicts possible represents the
similarity of the occurrence zone. When the occurrence zone similarity
index is 1.0, the verdict is conclusive because the verdict is the same
for all nodes within the occurrence zone. Otherwise, the regulation for
some nodes in the occurrence zone may disagree about the verdict and,
therefore, the TD cannot be judged as an NN violation or not.

Procedure 5 IsViolationByPlaceOfHarmfulAction
Input: Occurrence, OccurrenceZone

1: is_violation_count ← 0; is_not_violation_count ← 0
2: location_counts ← getLocationCounts(Occurrence, OccurrenceZone)
3: TD ← getTD(Occurrence, OccurrenceZone)
4: for all locality ∈ location_counts do
5: if isViolationInLocality(TD, locality) then
6: is_violation_count += location_counts{location}
7: else
8: is_not_violation_count += location_counts{location}
9: end if

10: end for
11: OZ_similarity ←

max(𝑖𝑠_𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡, 𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑜𝑡_𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡)
𝑖𝑠_𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑜𝑡_𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

12: if is_violation_count ≥ is_not_violation_count then
13: is_violation ← true
14: else
15: is_violation ← false
16: end if
17: return OZ_similarity, is_violation

These functions implement the two criteria discussed in Section 2.1
for the steps performed by Judgment Algorithms. Next, the functions
used by each Judgment Algorithm to perform each step are listed.

4.2.2. The judgment algorithms
The functions presented previously are used to implement the steps

of Judgment Algorithms. Each Judgment Algorithm adopts distinct
criteria to establish jurisdiction and decide whether the TD is an NN
violation. In Table 1, the functions used by each Judgment Algorithm
(Place of TD deployment, Targeting test, and German test) in each step
(admissibility control and judgment) are listed.

The Place of TD deployment: the straightforward way of judging TDs
as NN violations considering the regulation is using the place where
the TD is deployed to establish the jurisdiction, i.e., the place where
the harmful action took place. As almost all courts around the world
accept this criterion, the admissibility control step does not need to
check conditions about the TD occurrence. Case one jurisdiction does
not accept this criterion, the admissibility control could be amended
to exclude TD occurrences that span such jurisdiction using the Harm-
fulActionWithinLocalityCountry function. The judgment process uses
the IsViolationByPlaceOfHarmfulAction function (Procedure 5). As may
have a level of uncertainty on the results of this function due to
the occurrence zone characteristics, the Judgment Algorithm needs to
evaluate the similarity index of the verdicts in the occurrence zone.
If the similarity index is 1.0, the algorithm can signal the verdict as

conclusive. Otherwise, the verdict is considered inconclusive.
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Table 1
Auxiliary functions used by judgment algorithms.

Judgment algorithms

Place of TD Targeting German
Auxiliary function deployment test test

Admissibility control step:
EffectsFeltWithinLocalityCountry ✔ ✔

HarmfulActionWithinLocalityCountry ✔ ✔

Judgment step:
IsViolationByPlaceOfInjury ✔ ✔

IsViolationByPlaceOfHarmfulAction ✔ ✔

The Targeting test: the US courts adopt tests to decide whether they
ave the competence to judge a claim based on where the effects of
ction occur. For instance, if one organization located at a jurisdiction A
argets its business to a jurisdiction B, the organization acts that affect
lients/users in jurisdiction B can be claimed in jurisdiction B. A
ew tests are based on the effects of action (e.g., Zippo, Calder, and

Targeting tests). The Judgment Algorithm adopting the Targeting test
is detailed. Since this test applies to the US, the admissibility control
uses the EffectsFeltWithinLocalityCountry function to evaluate whether
the effects of the TD are felt within the US. The judgment step uses
the IsViolationByPlaceOfInjury function to achieve the verdict about
the TD. As this criterion is based on the locations of the endpoints
or differentiated entities, which are known and do not impose any
uncertainty, the results are conclusive by design.

The German test: in Germany, the jurisdiction may be established by
two criteria: where the harmful action happened and where the injury
was incurred. Therefore, Germany adopts, at the same time, the criteria
adopted by the above two Judgment Algorithms. The admissibility con-
trol is the junction of the functions EffectsFeltWithinLocalityCountry
(Procedure 1) to evaluate the place of the effects of the TD criterion
and the function HarmfulActionWithinLocalityCountry to evaluate the
place of the harmful action criterion. In the end, if Germany is found as
the country of the affected entities (where the injury was incurred) or
as the country of at least one node within the occurrence zone (the
place of the harmful action), then the admissibility control accepts
to judge the TD. The same happens with the judgment process that
is also the junction of the two functions to evaluate whether the TD
is an NN violation by each criterion: IsViolationByPlaceOfInjury and
IsViolationByPlaceOfHarmfulAction (Procedures 4 and 5, respectively).
This algorithm also must account for the level of uncertainty on the
results of the IsViolationByPlaceOfHarmfulAction function, evaluating
the similarity index of the occurrence zone before signaling whether
the TD is an NN violation when such criterion is adopted.

In this subsection, a few examples of Judgment Algorithms are pre-
sented. They represent different approaches to establishing jurisdictions
and judging TDs as NN violations considering the regulation. These
Judgment Algorithms output their decision that may be accompanied
by one metric to indicate its level of certainty on the verdict (e.g.,
imilarity index). Other algorithms could be designed using these same
riteria to establish jurisdictions, but that outputs a different metric
sing further information or that processes the TD information in an-
ther way. Other algorithms could also be designed to accomplish other
riteria to establish jurisdictions. The point is that given the multiple
actors that affect the judgment process, it is not expected that a unique
udgment Algorithm could accommodate all these possibilities.

In the next section, an evaluation of the Judgment Algorithms
ocusing on the conclusiveness (the TD is an NN violation or not) of
heir results using the information provided by TD detection solutions
s presented. This evaluation uses TD information of a dataset collected
8

y a TD detection solution from the state-of-the-art. p
. Evaluation

In this section, JurisNN is evaluated using information about TDs
etected by Wehe [4]. The evaluation aims to answer whether the TD
etection solutions provide enough information to properly judge TDs
s NN violations using the NN definitions from regulations. For this
valuation, a prototype following the architecture depicted in Fig. 6
as developed, which is briefly presented in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2,

he dataset of the TDs detected by Wehe is presented along with the
equired steps to complement it with network paths collected using
he RIPE Atlas platform. In Section 5.3, the results achieved by each
udgment Algorithm are presented along with a discussion about the
aveats of the performed analysis.

.1. JurisNN prototype

In this subsection, the JurisNN prototype that implements the con-
eptual architecture depicted in Fig. 6 is presented.

One investigation was conducted to evaluate which existing data
odels could be suitable to represent the information models presented

n Section 3. Due to the capacity of representing unidirectional links
nd easiness of extensibility, the models were represented using YANG
ata models [21]. Two YANG models were designed for JurisNN: nn-
egulation and tdo. The nn-regulation model is designed to represent
he NN regulations and related information, such as the jurisdictions,
he regulatory instructions, the regulatory interpretations, the traf-
ic differentiations, and the entities who suffer the differentiations.
his model does not rely on information from existing IETF’s YANG
odels. The tdo model is designed to represent the occurrence zones

nd related information, such as the network topology, the commu-
ication graph, and elements of the occurrence zones (nodes and
inks where the differentiation is taking place). This model relies on
nformation from ietf-network [22], ietf-network-topology [22], and
etf-l3-unicast-topology [23] models.

JurisNN was implemented using the JetConf framework [24]. This
ramework is an implementation of the RESTCONF protocol [25] based
n Python [26]. This framework allows to inform the YANG modules
o be used and provides the basic functionality to perform CRUD
perations in the Datastore based on the data structure of the modules.
t is important to note that RESTCONF is not required for the JurisNN
olution. However, as the JetConf framework implements several fa-
ilities to build solutions based on YANG models, and the interaction
ith this component may be based on REST, it was used to build

he prototype. However, the conceptual architecture depicted in Fig. 6
ould be implemented using another framework. In turn, the Judgment
lgorithms are implemented in Python.

.2. Evaluation data

In this subsection, the data used in the JurisNN evaluation concern-
ng the conclusiveness of judgment results is presented. The detected
D information was collected from the Wehe dataset [27]. As this
ataset does not provide the network path between the clients and the
ervers of tests, the RIPE Atlas platform was used to collect traceroutes
etween the client and server Autonomous Systems (ASs). As the Wehe
ests traversed multiple jurisdictions, the NN definitions found in these
urisdictions are also presented. The details of how these data were used
re presented along with this subsection.

The Wehe solution provides a dataset of conducted tests within
he M-Lab [28] since October 2020 and within its website [29] since
ovember 2018. In the dataset provided through the website, the
mount of available data fluctuates along with time. In the dataset
rovided through the M-Lab, the amount is stable after December
020. This analysis considered the data that was collected from Jan-
ary 1, 2021, until February 28, 2021, and publicized in the M-Lab
latform [27] consisting of 170 GiB of data about 77 270 tests.
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Wehe authors provide two codes to perform the dataset analy-
sis [29]. The first code processes the dataset and creates a folder struc-
ture separating the tests by the client ISP, based on the AS responsible
for its IP. The second code performs the TD detection, characterizing
the tests as True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives, and False
Negatives for each ISP. One script was developed to collect the in-
formation about the tests that detected TDs (True Positives and False
Negatives), although only True Positives were found.

For the analysis performed by the JurisNN prototype, both the
communication graph (nodes and links used to perform the commu-
nication) and the occurrence zone information (the nodes and links
where the TD was detected) are required. However, the Wehe does
not collect the network path between the client and the server of
the tests nor perform the TD positioning to establish the occurrence
zone. In order to complement the Wehe dataset with network paths
between client and servers, the collection of traceroutes was performed
using the RIPE Atlas platform [5]. It is a platform composed of probes
(hardware and software) to perform network measurements such as
ping, traceroute, Domain Name System (DNS) resolution, and Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL), Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and Network
Time Protocol (NTP) requests. The probes used to perform a test can
be selected by criteria such as their area in the globe, country, prefix,
or Autonomous System Number (ASN). The platform provides a Python
API named Cousteau [30] to request tests.

Information about each TD detected by Wehe was used to collect
network paths. The Wehe analysis code provides the /24 subnet of the
client IP, but it does not provide the server’s IP that processed the client
test. However, the Packet Capture (PCAP) files of each test are available
within the dataset. One script was developed to extract the server IP
from the respective PCAP file. In Table 2, the number of detected TDs
for each pair of source ASN (derived from the client subnet) and the
destination ASN (derived from the server IP) are presented, receiving an
id that is used to identify the source/destination ASN pairs in the results
along with this section. The ASNs were retrieved using the PyASN [31]
using the Routing Information Base (RIB) information from 2021-02-01
(middle of the time interval).

The Python Cousteau API was used to request traceroute tests from
each source ASN from Table 2 to one server IP in the corresponding
destination ASN. Preliminary tests using the client /24 prefix to select
probes do not yield satisfactory results. Therefore, the probe selection
was performed by the source ASN, which also has not found network
paths for a few source/destination ASN pairs due to the lack of probes.
The traceroute measurements were requested for one week (from 2021-
04-12 until 2021-04-19) six times a day (0:00, 4:00, 8:00, 12:00, 16:00,
and 20:00 GMT) resulting in 42 requests for each source/destination
ASN pair. The resulting traceroutes were compared to only consider
different traceroutes between the source/destination ASN pair in the
analysis. For the traceroute comparison, the internal network addresses
(10.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/16, and 192.168.0.0/16) were discarded from
the traces. Traceroutes with the same hop indexes associated with the
same addresses are considered equal. Otherwise, they are considered
different. In Table 2, the number of different traces found by the RIPE
Atlas platform for each source/destination ASN pair is presented. It
is possible to note that among the 42 collected traces, most of the
source/destination ASN pairs have less than ten different traces. Only
the pair id 1 has a higher number of different network paths (36).

In Table 3, the jurisdictions found as source (based on the client
/24 subnet), destination (based on the server IP), and along with the
network path (based on the traceroutes) are presented. The Geo Local-
ization was performed using the MaxMind GeoLite2 database [32]. The
database has the ‘‘most specific’’ location for some IP addresses, which
was used to determine state-level jurisdictions (e.g., US-CT, US-HI).

therwise, the jurisdiction was considered at the country level.
In Table 3, it is possible to note that most of the jurisdictions found

source, destination, and path) are within the US or US states. Many US
9

tates were identified as source jurisdictions, given that the identified
Table 2
AS pair ids involved in TDs, the number of detected TDs, number of traces collected,
and occurrences submitted to JurisNN.

Src. Dst. Occurrences
id ASN ASN TDs Traces (TDs x Traces)

1 6167 174 21 36 756
2 6167 1280 8 12 96
3 6167 1299 17 9 153
4 6167 3257 11 5 55
5 6167 3356 20 6 120
6 6167 6453 15 6 90
7 6167 6461 24 6 144
8 12912 3257 1 3 3
9 20057 174 7 3 21

10 20057 3257 7 0 0
11 20057 3356 8 7 56
12 20057 6453 9 3 27
13 20057 6461 4 5 20
14 21928 174 45 20 900
15 21928 1280 1 6 6
16 21928 1299 24 10 240
17 21928 3257 36 5 180
18 21928 3356 34 5 170
19 21928 6453 63 4 252
20 21928 6461 31 6 186
21 21928 6939 3 4 12
22 22394 174 13 0 0
23 22394 1280 2 0 0
24 22394 1299 7 0 0
25 22394 3257 8 0 0
26 22394 3356 7 0 0
27 22394 6453 17 0 0
28 22394 6461 10 0 0
29 57269 1299 4 3 12
30 57269 3257 3 2 6
31 57269 3356 1 2 2
32 57269 6453 8 5 40

ASs has a presence in multiple US states. Some of the jurisdictions found
are in the EU. In addition, Canada (CA) and the United Kingdom (GB)
also were found. It is possible to note also that a few ASN pair ids
point out that Wehe tests were originated in one jurisdiction and were
processed by a server in a far jurisdiction. For instance, for ASN pair id
3, the Wehe tests were originated in the US, and the server is located
in Sweeden (SE). For ASN pair id 8, the tests were originated in Poland
(PL), and the server is located in the US, but the packets also traversed
Germany (DE). Similar situations also can be noted in ASN pair ids
15, 16, 20, 29, 30, 31, and 32. The fact of tests traversing multiple
jurisdictions (that may be far away in other countries or even maybe
close like a neighbor US state) exposes the possibility of these traffics
crossing distinct regulatory frameworks with different NN definitions.

In Table 4, the regulatory instructions about throttling (the TD type
detected by Wehe) are presented for the jurisdictions traversed by Wehe
tests, whose definitions are detailed next.

Some jurisdictions allow throttling. The allowance may be explicit
as in CA that allows throttling since justifiable [33]. Alternatively, the
allowance may be implicit given to the lack of explicit prohibitions
established a priori as in the US [8]. In both cases, ISPs are entitled
to perform the traffic management practices deemed necessary.

The lack of country-level regulation in the US opened the oppor-
tunity for US states to establish their NN regulations. The National
Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) maintains a website [34] or-
ganizing the NN regulation efforts conducted by US states, which
was used in this research. Several states started discussions around
the subject on their legislative organizations. However, only three
states (California, US (US-CA), Columbia, US (US-CO), and Vermont,
US (US-VT)) finished the legislative proceedings of such regulations,
reestablishing the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Open
Internet rules from 2015 [35], which prohibits the throttling of lawful

content, applications, services, and devices.
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Table 3
The jurisdictions found in source (S), destinations (D), and network path (P)
id Jurisdictions

1 S (US, US-CT, US-HI), D (US), P (US, US-MA)
2 S (US, US-HI), D (US), P (US, US-MA)
3 S (US, US-TN, US-UT, US-VA), D (SE), P (SE, US, US-MA)
4 S (US, US-FL, US-PA, US-TN, US-UT), D (US), P (US, US-MA)
5 S (US, US-CT, US-MA, US-PA), D (US, US-VT), P (US, US-MA)
6 S (US, US-CT, US-FL, US-TN, US-VA), D (US), P (US, US-MA)
7 S (US, US-FL, US-HI, US-MA, US-UT), D (US), P (US, US-MA)
8 S (PL), D (US), P (DE, DE-HE, PL, US)
9 S (US, US-FL, US-OH), D (US), P (US, US-CA, US-NC)

10 S (US-CA, US-FL), D (US), P ( – )
11 S (US, US-CA, US-FL, US-TX), D (US, US-FL), P (US, US-CO, US-FL, US-NC)
12 S (US, US-FL, US-GA, US-TX), D (US, US-FL, US-GA, US-TX),

P (US, US-CA, US-FL, US-NC)
13 S (US-FL, US-TX), D (US, US-IN), P (US, US-AZ, US-CA, US-NC)
14 S (US-AZ, US-CA, US-FL, US-IL, US-KY, US-MA, US-MI, US-NV, US-NY,

US-PA, US-TX, US-WA), D (US), P (US, US-RI)
15 S (US-CA), D (US), P (SE, US, US-RI)
16 S (US, US-AL, US-CO, US-FL, US-NC, US-NY, US-TX, US-UT, US-WA), D (SE),

P (SE, US, US-RI)
17 S (US-CO, US-FL, US-IL, US-IN, US-MA, US-NC, US-NY, US-PA, US-WA),

D (US), P (US, US-RI)
18 S (US-CA, US-FL, US-IL, US-IN, US-KY, US-MA, US-NY, US-PA, US-TX, US-VA,

US-WA), D (US), P (US, US-RI)
19 S (US, US-AL, US-CA, US-FL, US-GA, US-IL, US-IN, US-MA, US-MN, US-NC,

US-NY, US-TX, US-WA), D (US), P (US, US-RI)
20 S (US-AZ, US-CA, US-CO, US-FL, US-IN, US-MA, US-MI, US-PA, US-TX),

D (US), P (CA, ES, GB, IE, US, US-RI)
21 S (US-MI), D (US), P (US, US-RI)
22 S (US-CA, US-IL, US-IN, US-NY, US-OH), D (US), P ( – )
23 S (US-CA), D (US), P ( – )
24 S (US-GA), D (SE), P ( – )
25 S (US-IL, US-NY), D (US), P ( – )
26 S (US-CA, US-IN, US-NY, US-TX), D (US), P ( – )
27 S (US-CA, US-GA, US-IL, US-IN, US-NY, US-OH, US-VA), D (US), P ( – )
28 S (US-CA, US-IN, US-NY, US-OH), D (US), P ( – )
29 S (ES), D (SE), P (ES, RO-TR, SE)
30 S (ES), D (US), P (ES, GB, HU-JN, US)
31 S (ES), D (GB), P (ES, GB, RO-TR, US)
32 S (ES), D (IE), P (CA, ES, GB, IE, RO-TR, SE, US)

Table 4
Regulatory instructions about throttling valid on the
jurisdictions from 2021-01-01 onward.
Jurisdiction Throttling Jurisdiction Throttling

CA ✔* US-IL –
DE ✗* ➜ US-IN –

DE-HE ✗* ➜ US-KY –
ES ✗* ➜ US-MA –
GB ✗* US-MI –

HU-JN ✗* ➜ US-MN –
IE ✗* ➜ US-NC –
PL ✗* ➜ US-NV –

RO-TR ✗* ➜ US-NY –
SE ✗* ➜ US-OH –
US – US-PA –

US-AL – US-RI –
US-AZ – US-TN –
US-CA ✗* US-TX –
US-CO ✗* US-UT –
US-CT – US-VA –
US-FL – US-VT ✗*
US-GA – US-WA –
US-HI –

Legend: allowed (✔), prohibited (✗), upper-level regulation
( ➜), none regulation (–), has exceptions (*).

Some jurisdictions found as the source, destination, and network
aths do not have local NN regulations. However, they are within the
urisdiction of a broader upper-level NN regulation. All the jurisdictions
n this situation are within the EU jurisdiction (DE, Hessen, DE (DE-HE),
pain (ES), Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok, Hungary (HU-JN), Ireland (IE), PL,
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Teleorman, Romania (RO-TR), and SE) under the Body of European
Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) regulation. This
regulation establishes that throttling is prohibited, but it may be al-
lowed under certain situations that the National Regulatory Authority
(NRA) shall evaluate and decide [36].

The Brexit process has finished on December 31, 2020. Therefore,
the GB left the EU on January 1, 2021 (the beginning time interval
considered in the dataset). However, Ofcom (the British NRA) still is
applying the EU regulation [37].

In this subsection, the data used in the JurisNN evaluation was
presented, which consists of the detected TD information (provided by
the Wehe dataset), the network paths between the client and server ASs
(provided by the RIPE Atlas platform), and the NN definitions found on
the jurisdictions traversed by Wehe tests. In the next subsection, the
details of how this data was used to evaluate JurisNN regarding the
judgments conclusiveness are presented.

5.3. JurisNN judgment results

This subsection details how the data presented in the previous sub-
section was used to evaluate JurisNN regarding the judgment results.
The NN definitions summarized in Table 4 were introduced into the
regulation datastore of JurisNN.

For each TD detected by Wehe, the JurisNN was used to judge
whether such TD is considered an NN violation accordingly to the
regulation established in the jurisdictions traversed. As for most TDs,
multiple network paths were found between the client and server ASs
using the RIPE Atlas platform, each TD detected by Wehe was associ-
ated with each network path found by RIPE Atlas. In order to evaluate
a TD Occurrence, information about the communication topology and
the TD itself are submitted to JurisNN, which are detailed next.

Each network path associated with each TD was submitted to Ju-
risNN as one ietf-network:networks/network. Each hop in the network
path was submitted as one node in the ietf-network using the hop index
as node-id and identified Geo Localization in the located-at attribute.
The TD and the associated network path were used to compose one
tdo:tdo-occurrences/occurrence. All the nodes in the network path
were referenced in the communication-graph of the occurrence. Also,
as the Wehe does not point were in the network path the TD was
deployed, all the nodes in the communication-graph were referenced
in the occurrence zone. Wehe detects the throttling of applications.
Thus, one occurrence-zone about the Differentiation ‘‘Throttling’’ and
the DifferentiatedEntity ‘‘Application’’ was submitted to JurisNN for
each detected TD and network path.

The judgment of the TDs is performed by the Judgment Algorithms,
presented in Section 4.2. These algorithms have two steps: admissibility
control and the judgment itself. Next, the results achieved by the three
Judgment Algorithms are presented.

The first algorithm is the Place of the TD deployment, which eval-
uates the NN definitions established in the place where nodes within
the occurrence zone are deployed. This algorithm applies to any ju-
risdiction. Therefore, all TDs are accepted by the admissibility control
step to be judged by this algorithm. In Fig. 7, the achieved results
using box plots that represent the minimum, first quartile, median,
third quartile, and maximum values of the distribution of the results
are presented. The ASN pair ids presented in the 𝑥-axis were admitted
by the algorithm, which are all the pairs submitted to JurisNN. The
missing pair ids are those that RIPE Atlas has not identified network
paths. Therefore, their related TDs were not submitted to JurisNN (ids
10, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28).

The judgment by the Place of the TD deployment algorithm returns
the occurrence zone similarity index, and the most prevalent verdict
about the TD be an NN violation. The similarity index reflects the
certainty in the verdict, in which similarity of 1.0 indicates that for
all nodes within the occurrence zone, the verdict is the same. For the

ASN pair ids 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 21, this similarity index is 1.0 for all
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Fig. 7. The place of the TD deployment: results distribution.

occurrence zones analyzed. Looking for the jurisdictions traversed by
the tests associated with these ASN pair ids in Table 3, all tests traversed
jurisdictions in the US. However, none of these jurisdictions are those
that reestablished the Open Internet rules (US-CA, US-CO, and US-VT).
Therefore, the TDs associated with these ASN pair ids are not NN
violations when the regulatory instructions are considered. For all other
ASN pair ids, the similarity index ranges below 1.0, indicating that
the achieved verdicts have an uncertainty level, hindering signaling
whether the TD is an NN violation or not. The high similarity indexes
for the ASN pair ids 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, and 19 are explained
because their tests traversed jurisdictions within the US but traversed
the jurisdictions that reestablished the Open Internet rules. Therefore,
the TD is considered an NN violation in part of the occurrence zone,
and it is not considered in the other part. The high similarity index
for ASN pair 29 is explained because its tests traversed countries in
the EU, where the BEREC regulation is in place, prohibiting throttling.
However, it was not possible for a few nodes to get their countries
by the Geo Localization, hindering the verdict achievement for these
nodes. The wide ranges in the similarity index for the ASN pair ids
15, 16, 20, 31, and 32 are explained because the tests traversed
jurisdictions in US and EU, whose verdicts diverge about throttling.
The same situation happens for ASN pair ids 3, 8, and 30, but with
narrower similarity index ranges, indicating that network paths are a
more homogeneous mix of jurisdictions traversed on the US and EU.

Fig. 8. Place of the TD deployment: verdicts distribution.
The results expose various situations in which, for most scenarios,

it is not possible to point out whether the TD is considered an NN
violation (except those that the similarity index is 1.0 without ranges
in the box plots). The overall result is that only 6 (from 24) ASN pair
ids scenarios achieved conclusive results, indicating the need for better
TD positioning. However, the results of analyzing the TDs without
grouping them in the client/server ASN pairs point to a high amount of
conclusive verdicts. In Fig. 8, the distribution of verdicts is presented.
The conclusive verdicts (No Violation and NN violation) sum 81.9%
of the occurrences submitted to JurisNN. In turn, the inconclusive
results sum 18.1% of the occurrences. However, most TDs detected by
Wehe involved ASs within the US, where most jurisdictions allow the
throttling of applications due to the lack of NN regulation. Therefore,
the dataset may be biased towards situations where the TD is not
considered an NN violation. Thus, the results grouping ASN pair ids as
scenarios seem more representative. Therefore, considering the better
representativeness of scenarios, this analysis still points to the need for
better TD positioning to judge TD practices considering the regulatory
instructions using the Place of the TD deployment algorithm.
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Table 5
Targeting test: results distribution.

Judgment Judgment

id No violation NN violation id No violation NN violation

1 756 0 13 20 0
2 96 0 14 880 20
3 153 0 15 0 6
4 55 0 16 220 20
5 108 12 17 160 20
6 90 0 18 160 10
7 144 0 19 232 20
8 3 0 20 156 30
9 21 0 21 12 0

11 42 14 30 6 0
12 27 0

The second algorithm is the Targeting test, which considers the
location of the endpoints of the communication affected by the TD
to establish the jurisdiction. The Wehe detects the throttling of ap-
plications. Therefore, the Targeting test only considered TDs whose
the DifferentiatedEntity is Application. In such cases, the algorithm
evaluates both endpoints (client and server) because the TD affects
both the application provider and users. US courts adopts the Targeting
test. Therefore, the admissibility control checks if the client or server
are within the US to admit to judging the TD. In Table 5, the results
listing the ASN pair ids admitted to being judged by the algorithm are
presented. It is important to note that this algorithm does not depend
on the TD positioning accuracy because only the jurisdictions in the
endpoints are considered. Therefore, the algorithm returns conclusive
results by design. For 12 ASN pair ids (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13,
21, and 30), the algorithm just pointed out TDs that are not considered
NN violations. For 8 ASN pair ids (5, 11, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20),
the algorithm pointed a few TDs that are considered NN violations, but
most of their associated TDs are not considered NN violations. Only for
the ASN pair id 15, all the TDs are considered NN violations because
all the TDs have US-CA (that reestablished the Open Internet rules)
as source jurisdiction. As this algorithm does not depend on the TD
positioning, the information provided by the TD detection solutions was
enough to judge the TDs according to the regulation.

The third algorithm is the German test, which applies both crite-
ria adopted by the previous algorithms. The algorithm evaluates the
jurisdictions in the endpoints (the place where the injury incurs) and
along with the network path (the place where the harmful action
takes place). Courts in DE apply this test. Therefore, only the TDs that
have the endpoints in DE or that traversed the DE are admitted to be
judged by the algorithm. In Fig. 9, the achieved results using box plots
that represent the minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and
maximum values of the distribution of the results are presented. Only
the ASN pair id 8 was admitted to be judged because their associated
TDs have the source in PL and destination in the US but traversed DE
along with the network path. Therefore, the results were achieved by
the place where the harmful action took place criterion, that returns
the most prevalent verdict and the similarity index that reflects the
verdict certainty. As the network path is part in the EU and part in
the US, the similarity index ranges from 0.62 to 0.77, also indicating
the divergence about the TD within the occurrence zones. Therefore,
all these results are inconclusive, indicating also that TD positioning
accuracy (the whole network path as occurrence zone) was not enough
to judge the TDs by the German test algorithm.

The findings of the analysis are summarized now. The Targeting test
algorithm does not depend on the jurisdictions traversed along with
the network path because its judgment is based on the jurisdictions
of the endpoints established by the Geo Localization of the client and
server. Thus, the algorithm is not affected by the positioning of the TD.
Therefore, the available information provided by the state-of-the-art
solution was enough for the judgment by this algorithm. Both the Place
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Fig. 9. German test: results distribution.

of the TD deployment and the German test algorithms depend on the
network path information because they evaluate the place where the
TD was deployed. The analysis shows that the judgment performed by
such algorithms using the whole identified network path as the occur-
rence zone achieved inconclusive results (similarity index below 1.0).
Therefore, it is required a better TD positioning (the whole network
path is not enough) to point occurrence zones narrow to the actual
TD deployment, to correctly judge the TDs as NN violations using the
definitions established in the NN regulation. Indeed, Garrett et al. [17]
propose a method to determine where the TD was deployed at AS-level.
Therefore, it is expected that developers of solutions devoted to NN
violation detection be encouraged to include into their solutions the
functionalities to identify network paths and to position the TD. Indeed,
the results of this article show that this is a requirement to achieve
actionable evidence to help users support claims against unfair traffic
management practices deployed by ISPs.

5.3.1. Analysis caveats
It is essential to point out the caveats of the presented analysis. Most

of them are related to the lack of network path information provided
by TD detection solutions and the Geo Localization process.

The Geo Localization was performed using the MaxMind GeoLite2
IP database [32], one of the most used databases, and used in several
scenarios. For instance, firewalls use its information to block IP ad-
dresses from foreign countries [38]. The database has good coverage.
Considering all addresses submitted to JurisNN (39 595), only for 2 475
hops (6.3%) the database did not have Geo Location information.
However, the database may have imprecise information. For instance,
the ASN pair id 32 is related to a client in ES connecting to a server in
IE, both in Europe. However, the identified network path traversed CA
or the US in North America at some point, which may be possible but
is unlikely to be true. Therefore, the results may suffer the influence of
the imprecision in the Geo Localization process.

The network path between the client and the server was collected
using the RIPE Atlas platform [5] conducting traceroutes from the client
AS targeting the server IP a few months after the TD detection. This
approach has some caveats. As the network path was collected months
after the TD detection, the network has likely changed along with this
time. Even the network conditions are different from those when the TD
was detected, which may impact the routing. Another issue is that the
traceroute uses the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) protocol
and may not identify all hops in the network path because the ISP
routers can be configured not to respond to ICMP messages or rate-
limit such messages. Another issue is that ICMP packets may be routed
differently from application packets. Therefore, the identified network
path may not reflect the path traversed by the application traffic.
However, this may indicate that the ISP is performing TD (by routing
application traffic differently) that some NN regulations prohibit. In or-
der to overcome such issues, the TD detection and positioning solution
could identify the network path using similar packets used to perform
the TD detection (as performed by NeutMon [14] that crafts the TTL
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field of probe packets to identify routers along with the network path).
Therefore, the network path could be collected simultaneously as the
TD detection is performed. Thus, facing the same network conditions
and being routed as the application packets were routed.

The RIPE Atlas platform offers methods to select the probe to
perform the tests based on the network prefix, ASN, country, or globe
area. In the initial phase of this analysis, it was tried to request probes
from the same network prefix of the client of the TD. However, very
few probes were selected using this criterion. Therefore, the criterion
was shifted to select probes based on their ASN, which selected proper
probes for 398 TDs (84.9%) from the 469 TDs. However, the use of
the client ASN to select the probes may introduce issues because most
of the ASs listed in Table 2 have a presence in multiple jurisdictions
(e.g., multiple states within the US). Indeed, several jurisdictions were
identified as sources (Table 3). This issue could be overcome if the TD
detection solution performed the network path identification.

6. Conclusion

A novel approach is introduced to signal NN violations considering
the multiple NN definitions found in an end-to-end network path.
The Regulation Assessment step is added after state-of-the-art solutions
perform the TD detection and positioning steps. In addition, given
the difficulty that such assessment be performed by every solution
devoted to detecting TDs and NN violations, a service is proposed that
is responsible for the management of information about NN definitions
stated on regulatory instructions around the world, the processing of
TD information to compare it to these definitions, and the signaling of
the NN violation when the TD violates these definitions. Information
models were designed to represent the information required to perform
the regulation assessment. These models represent information about
the regulation, the Traffic Differentiations, and the network topology
that support the affected communication. The research identified that
the jurisdiction of a case (which impacts what regulatory instruction
should be evaluated) could be established by different methodologies
in distinct legal systems. Judgment Algorithms can be developed to ac-
commodate such nuances. In the end, these algorithms are responsible
for inspecting the TD information submitted by TD detection solutions
and for analyzing the appropriated regulatory instructions to signal the
NN violation when the submitted TD violates the regulation.

The JurisNN prototype was developed to perform the regulation
assessment step using TDs collected by Wehe and to analyze the con-
clusiveness of the results achieved with the available information.
The prototype performs three Judgment Algorithms that represent the
jurisdiction establishment methodologies identified during the investi-
gation: Place of TD deployment, Targeting test, and German test. For
the Targeting test, adopted by US courts, the provided information
was enough to signal NN violations using the information provided.
This test establishes the jurisdiction based on who was targeted by the
TD that may be users and application providers. Thus, the jurisdic-
tion is established by the endpoints that are easily positioned by the
source/destination addresses of the communication.

In turn, the Place of TD deployment and German test were affected
by the lack of information. Both Judgment Algorithms depend on the
place in the network path where the TD was introduced to establish
the jurisdiction (for consequence, the proper regulatory instructions to
be evaluated). The Wehe dataset does not provide such information.
The conducted analysis complemented the dataset collecting network
paths between the source AS of the client and the destination IP of
the server of each TD. In this analysis, the whole network path was
considered as the occurrence zone, given the lack of information on
where the TD was deployed. For the Place of TD deployment algorithm,
the analysis found that for 18 of 24 identified scenarios (source and
destination AS pairs), the results were inconclusive (similarity index
of the verdicts within the occurrence zone is below 1.0). For the
German test, only one client/destination AS pair was admitted to being
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judged by it (only one traversed DE). The similarity indexes of the
verdicts within the occurrence zones range from 0.62 to 0.77, which
are also inconclusive. The results of both Judgment Algorithms point
to the need for better information about where in the network path the
TD is being deployed, which already had been identified by previous
impact analysis [1] but based on less information. It is noteworthy that
the network path information had to be collected to complement the
information provided by Wehe to allow the conducted analysis, thus
also indicating the lack of enough information.

The investigations conducted and the results presented in this article
support that the state-of-the-art solutions do not collect and provide
the information required to signal NN violations based on regulatory
instructions properly. However, available proposals could be incorpo-
rated by solutions to collect such information. The end-to-end network
paths could be collected using the approach of NeutMon [14]. The posi-
tioning of the TD could be achieved using Garrett et al.’s approach [17].
This article also showed the Regulation Assessment step’s importance
in providing reliable information to support users’ claims. Therefore,
it is expected that given these findings, the authors of TD detection
and positioning solutions be encouraged to incorporate the collection
of the required information in their solutions. It is also expected that
solutions could be adapted to submit the collected TD information for
the Regulation Assessment service.

Based on the studies conducted, it is possible to identify future
work opportunities. For instance, this article focused on the relation-
ship between TD detection and positioning solutions and the Reg-
ulation Assessment service. However, regulatory instructions allow
certain TDs to be deployed under certain situational network conditions
(e.g., congestion) but require that the ISPs publicize such information
for transparency. Therefore, the service could be complemented with
transparency information that Judgment Algorithms could use. The
development of other Judgment Algorithms is also an open issue. The
developed algorithms just considered information about the nodes in
the network topology because none solution provided complex network
topology information where the link information could be considered.
For instance, it could have a Judgment Algorithm that considers the
weights of each network path on the similarity index calculation when
the traffic traverses multiple paths.
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